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Open Show: First I'd like to than the Giant Schnauzer Club for putting on a well 
organised show. I thoroughly enjoyed my day and it was made easy by my very 
experienced stewards Rob and Sue Mc Grann, who guided me through the process. 
Of course, there would be no show without exhibitors! And I'm truly thrilled and thankful 
to all of you for bringing your dogs along. It was a lovely friendly atmosphere, made 
better by your support and sportsmanship. I hope you enjoyed your day. GIANTS: 
MPD (2,1) 1. Parker's Draxpark Checkered Flag. 7 months old leggy male, dark eyes, 
nice head with neat ears. Correct dentition. Strong neck flowing neatly into shoulders, 
top line slightly high at the back at the moment. Decent front assembly and forechest, 
straight legs into tight feet. Nice harsh jacket with undercoat. Seemed a little over awed 
by the occasion, so patchy on movement and difficult to assess BPD.  PGD (3) 1 
Browns Draxpark Hot Tip. 2 year old large male. Correct dentition, dark eyes, nice 
head planes. Good fill at the front, maybe a little short in upper arm. Deep chest and 
good spring of rib. Sloping topline, finishing with correct tailset. Well presented harsh 
black jacket with undercoat. A bit unsettled on the move and would have like to see 
him stride out with more reach and drive. Settled with time. BD, RBoB. 2 Rays Silver 
Senator Victor Valentine at Minnienoom. 2 year old Pepper/Salt. Dark oval eye, correct 
dentition, broad head. Correct banding and colour to good harsh jacket. Would have 
liked a little more fill at the front, but decent upper arm and laid back shoulder, long in 
the loin. Steady and even on the move, maybe be a bit too laid back B P/SiS. 3 Gubas 
Gently Born Eagle Magic LD (3) 1 Veals Philoma Midnight Sun. 2 years old. Dark oval 
eye with keen expression. Correct dentition. Nice head planes. Arched neck sloping 
neatly into shoulders and top line. Good texture to jacket. Decent forechest, a little 
short in upper arm and long in the loin. Nice tail set, good width to thigh and plenty of 
bone. Steady and balanced on the move. RBD. 2 Woodgates Dasval Good And 
Ready. 2 1/2 years old. Dark eyes, Nice head planes and neat ears. Correct scissor 
bite. Strong neck flowing smoothly into shoulders and down to fill at the front. Decent 
texture to coat. Seemed a little out of sorts and condition today, but free on the move. 
3 Browns Honoring Major vd Telgthoeve.  MPB (4) 1 Saunders-Jones Eskaidee Play 
With Fire. 6 months. Super puppy with dark eyes and alert expression. Nice head 
planes with neat ears. Arched neck into flowing top line. A little high in the rear at the 
moment. Well presented in a nice harsh jacket with undercoat. Decent fill at the front, 
and balanced angulation front and rear. Plenty of bone. Moved easy and balanced for 
age. BPB. BPiB. RBPiS. 2 Parker's Draxpark Check Me Out. 7 months. Another well 
presented puppy with lovely harsh jacket. Dark eyes with keen expression, neat ears. 
Well filled at the front. A little leggy and close behind compared to 1 on the move. 
Would have liked to see her stride out more. 3 Fraser Figosky Dancing In The Dark. 
Fraser Figosky Feeling Hot Hot Hot. PB (2,1) 1 Rylance's Zarinas Design Amour-
Amour at Foxwood. 10 months. Well presented puppy with a good harsh coat. Dark 
oval eyes with keen expression. Good head planes, well placed shoulders, deep chest, 
would have preferred a little more front. Happy on the move. PGB (1) 1 Trafford's 
Treuherz Georgia. 20 months. Pepper/Salt. Dark eyes with decent head planes. Large 
ears set a bit high. Well presented harsh banded jacket. Plenty of fill at the front and 
decent front assembly, good angulation at the rear, but long in the loin. Moved with 
balance in profile but a little close behind moving away. LB (4,2) 1 Fish's Foxwoods 
Femme Fatale for Dulejoes. Nicely presented and well conditioned 3 year old with 



harsh jacket. Square in outline and well balanced front and rear. Arched neck flows 
nicely into sloping shoulder and topline with decent tail set. Forechest is prominent but 
not over done, well filled between legs, deep chest with well sprung ribs. Dark eyes 
with keen expression, lovely head planes. Balanced on the move with reach and drive. 
Slightly close behind going away. Everything moderate with this bitch and nothing over 
done. Very pleased to give her the top spot. BB, BoB. BiS. 2 Bakewells Foxwoods 
Femme Nikita. Litter sister to 1 which made for a very interesting judging experience. 
Another well presented 3 year old in good harsh coat. Also square in outline and well 
balanced front and rear. Maybe not quite as conditioned as 1. Nice alert dark eyes. 
Decent head planes and neat ears, going into arched neck and flowing topline and tail 
set. Balanced on the move front and back, coming and going. More bone than 1 but 
not quite the fill at the front. Challenged hard for RBoB for a place beside her sister 
but not quite on her toes at the time of challenge. RBB. OB (3,2abs) 1 Roe & Stewart's 
Echodream Athena. Well presented 2 year old with good texture to coat. Dark eyes 
with keen expression. Correct dentition. Decent front and well filled between the legs 
and good depth. A little lacking in condition. Easy on the move but would have liked to 
see more drive. Schnauzers: PD (1) 1 Lewingtons Zodiac Leebren Grand Calvera. A 
very happy and cheeky 8 months boy. Presented in harsh black coat with undercoat. 
Dark eyes with alert expression. Arched neck flowing into sloping top line, finishing 
with correct tailset. Decent depth to chest and well filled. Well balanced front and back. 
Maybe a little straight in stifle but difficult to tell through the fidgets! Eventually moved 
well when he settled. BPD. RBD. JD (1) 1 Railton & Livsey's Lefenix Heartful Dodger. 
16 months. Square in outline with well presented harsh banded jacket. Nice dark eye 
with alert expression. Clean head planes and nice ear set. Was a little fine in bone and 
would have preferred more fill at the front. However he moved well and was balanced 
front and rear.  OD (4) 1 Fletchers Five Pits The Mole. 6 years. Nice dark eyes set 
deep, with good head planes. Upper arm, with a decent depth and fill to chest, laid 
back shoulder make for a nice sloping topline. Jacket of good colour and harsh texture. 
Plenty of bone. Balanced front and back on the move. Maybe a little out of condition. 
BD. 2 Lewingtons Perry Mason Grand Calvera at Leebren. 2 years. Presented in harsh 
black coat. Dark eyes with keen expression. Nice clean head planes. Decent fill at the 
front with depth. Sloping topline ending with bang on tail set. Looked balanced front 
and rear in profile but a little loose coming and going. 3 Railton Odivane Master Class 
with Lefenix. 4  Peffers Miccosukees Playboy.  PB (2) 1 Bullock's Ouseview Gracious 
Galaxy. 6 months, nice baby. Dark p/s with nice harsh banded jacket. Dark eyes with 
alert interested expression. Nice clean head with good ear set. Square in profile, good 
angulation front and back with good front fill for age, nice short loin, decent width of 
thigh for a youngster, a little high at the back at the moment. Nice topline and tail set. 
Balanced front and back on the move for age. Happy to give her BPB and BPiB, just 
pipped by the others in the top awards. 2 Ray's Miccosukees All Eyes On Me at 
Minnienoom. 7 months. She was quite unsettled when going over her. Nice dark eyes 
and correct dentition. Harsh banded coat, would have preferred more fill and depth at 
the front. A bit skittish on the move but was OK. JB (3) 1 Watson's Miccosukees Guess 
Who at Jalero. 15 months. Well presented in nice harsh jacket. Keen quizzical 
expression, dark eyes and nice clean head planes with tidy ears. Balanced front and 
back with forechest, upper arm and nice width of thigh. Stood four square front and 
back. Chest of good depth and well sprung. Nice shoulder placement and topline. 
Good bone. Moved true in profile and out and back. BB BoB.2 Railton's Lefenix In The 
Style. 11 months. Similar in style to 1. Nice harsh coat with good banding. Dark eyes 
with alert expression. Moved well with balance in profile and clean out and back. Not 



quite the front assembly of 1. 3 Walkers Leebren Midnight Phoenix at 
Kathalan. PGB (2) 1 Peffers Drussilla Of Cindy Land at Miccosukees. 2 years. Square 
girl with harsh coat and good banding. Dark eyes set in nicely shaped head. Correct 
dentition. Would have preferred more front, but good depth to chest. Nice solid bone. 
Moved well in profile and going and coming. 2 Brixey's Schabaal Deshabille. 6 years. 
Harsh coated black girl. Nice dark eyes with lovely feminine head. Good fill at the front 
with depth. Neck into shoulder and topline smooth and slightly sloping. Nice depth to 
chest. Angulation well matched front to back. A little finer than 1 and a bit uncertain on 
the move. I understand this was her first time out :) OB (4,1abs) 1 Fletcher's Fivepits 
The Detonator. 3 years. I liked this girl as a puppy when I first judged her. Robust 
square girl with harsh coat. Stood true and four square. Dark eyes with keen 
expression. Feminine head with correct clean head planes, and nicely set ears. Nice 
angulation front and back, decent upper arm and forechest with fill. Easy and balanced 
on the move in profile, out and back. Not quite the condition today of my BB, but happy 
to give her RBB and RBoB. 2 Railton's Lefenix Future Majik. 3 1/2 years. Lovely harsh 
dark jacket with correct banding. Keen and alert expression in dark eyes. Lovely head 
planes and neat ears. Well balanced on the move but a little high at the back and not 
the front of 1. 3 Maiden's Ir Ch. Maidluns Martha May.  MINIATURES:  PD (3,1) 1 
Wareing's Caskayd Cracksman. Cracking 7 month black boy. Nice square outline 
standing true front and back. Dark eyes with a cheeky keen glint. Lovely shaped clean 
head with moderate ear set, Elegant neck flowing through shoulders giving slightly 
sloping topline. Good fill at the front. Great angulation front and back, good length of 
upper arm, moved straight and true, with confidence and balance in profile, and out 
and return. Will watch his show career with interest. Happy to give him BPD, BPiB, 
BoB, RBiS and BPiS. 2 McDermott's Lichstone Midnight Epsilon. 10 month black and 
silver. Square in outline standing four square. Nice harsh dark jacket. Keen dark eyes, 
nicely shaped clean head and ear set. Elegant sloping neck and topline. Well filled at 
the front. Balanced on the move in profile, and out and back. JD (1) 1 Litwin's Leader 
Dentis. 14 months, big boy. Nice harsh jacket with banded colour. Balanced and 
square with slightly sloping topline and good tail set. Keen dark eyes in nice masculine 
head with moderately high set ears. Would have preferred more fill at the front. Moved 
with vigour and balanced in profile. PGD (1) 1 McDermott's Lichstone The Swagman. 
15 months. Square in profile with arched neck into sloping topline and short back. 
Angulation balanced front and back. Good fill at the front. Nice harsh banded jacket. 
Clean head with dark eyes and alert expression, and nicely set ears. Balanced on the 
move. RBD. OD (2) 1 Gudgin & Campbell's Jennayr Obsession JW ShCM. 2 and a 
half years. Nicely presented square boy of substance with high set tail. Harsh wiry 
jacket of good colour and length. Dark eyes with keen expression. Clean head with 
nice ear set. Neck set cleanly onto shoulders giving a lovely slightly sloping topline. 
Moved with ease and balance. 2 Litwins Leader Dentis. JB (2) 1 Krieger's Schnaustar 
Black Pearl. 14 months. Nice square girl in well presented harsh dark jacket. Alert dark 
eyes set in lovely feminine head with moderately high set ears. Well balanced front 
and back angulation, with decent fill at the front. Neck set cleanly onto shoulder giving 
a lovely slightly sloping topline to high set tail. Was balanced, free moving and true on 
the move. Was happy to award her BB and RBoB. Half sister to my BoB. 2 Cox's 
Traviston's Woos Girl. A little nervy, but well presented 16 month girl with harsh jacket. 
Dark eyes set in pretty feminine head. Stood four square. Not quite the front fill of 1. 
Moved nicely. PGB (2) 1 Lock & Denning's Lockenstox Lightening. Another well 
presented 2 year old with harsh coat. Nicely balanced front and rear. Keen dark eye 
set in clean feminine head. Moderately deep chest with decent fill. Moved well with 



ease and vigour. 2 Gudgin & Campbell's Jennayr Organza. 2 1/2 years. A little nervy, 
but nice harsh wiry coat of good colour. Dark eyes in pretty feminine head. A little 
unsteady on the move. OB (2,1abs) 1 Gudgin & Campbells Jennayr Eternity. 2 1/2 
year old well presented girl with harsh jacket. Square and robust. Dark eyes set in 
clean feminine head with moderately high set ears. Would like to see a little more fill 
at the front. A little nervy on the move in the challenge. RBB. AV VETERAN (3,1abs) 
1 Pratt's Schabaal Vashti. Wow! 14 years young Schnauzer. Starting to show her age, 
but her teeth are still sound and her jacket of good colour. She also moved with relative 
ease around the ring. BViS. 2 Clay's Philoma Sunrise Sevillanas. Can't believe this 
girls is already 7 years old. Presented well but decided to be a bit uncooperative for 
her handler on the move. Special Pepper/Salt Giant. 1 Ray's - Silver Senator Vistor 
Valentine at Minnienoom BP/SiS. 2 Traffords - Treuherz Georgia 
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